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MEET NANDINI
WRITER

An entrepreneur, writer, and editor,  Nandini often takes

courses to deepen her knowledge in the disciplines she’s

interested in, adding additional depth to her writings.

Inspired by her experiences with the Music of the Plants,

Nandini decided to sign up for Tigrilla Gardenia’s

ReConnect with the Plant Kingdom course. She hoped to

gain a deeper awareness of the Earth and its relationships

for an upcoming book series she’s working on. In turn, she

received that knowledge and so much more.

SEEKING CONNECTION:
GAINING WISDOM
FROM THE PLANTS

 Through her writings, Nandini Gosine-

Mayrhoo has expressed wisdom and insight

on a variety of topics. However, the wisdom

of the plant kingdom remained an

untapped theme in her work. Nandini has

always felt that there were messages

coming to her from the plant world, but she

could not decide if those messages were

for her personal growth alone or if she was

intended to share them with the world.

She decided to take Tigrilla’s course to

learn how to decipher the messages she

was receiving from plants and determine

who was the intended audience. She

hoped the course would answer these

questions for her.
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Thinking back, she wasn’t really sure if the course would give

her any answers, let alone the answers to the questions she’d

been pondering. What she felt clearly was that the course

would surround her with the people who share similar interests

and passions as she does, something she sorely lacked. She

also knew it would open doors to more communities she

wanted to interact with, both physical and non-physical.
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Shortly before the course began, Nandini had a friend who

lost her daughter in a tragic accident. This deeply-painful

death was—naturally—taking a toll on Nandini’s friend. Through

the lessons on life and death in week 2, Nandini confirmed

that the messages from the plant kingdom she received

individually were not to be kept to herself. Instead, the plants

communicated messages for her to share with humanity.

For millions of years, plants have dealt with growth and decay.

Every day, trees die and are reborn from the mass spreading

of seeds throughout kin’s lifetime.

As humans, we have a primordial fear around death. But the

plant kingdom has shown that death is a natural part of Life.

Nandini stated in a recent interview, “if we tune into the

natural order of things, we understand that we have no

control over certain circumstances. We have to adapt—as

hard as it is to accept—there is a natural order to things

above all else and we will thrive once we tap into that.”

...THERE IS A NATURAL ORDER
TO THINGS... WE WILL THRIVE
ONCE WE TAP INTO THAT
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CONFIRMATION OF
(RE)CONNECTION WITH
THE PLANT KINGDOM
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...THERE IS GROWTH AFTER
DEATH AND LOSS

That’s exactly what nature does. As Nandini eloquently

put it, “when you cut a tree, ki grows back.” There is

constant growth in the plant kingdom; there is growth

after death and loss. In this, Nandini feels that the plant

kingdom is much more aware than humans. And

although death is a brutal and cruel way to lose a loved

one, it is a part of life and we must accept it. Sharing

this wisdom with her grieving friend was both

strengthening and healing.

NANDINI’S CONTRIBUTION
TO THE WORLD:

OFFERING WISDOM
FROM PLANTS
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As humans, we put ourselves on a pedestal; we assume

ourselves the superior species. But reconnecting to the

plant kingdom, Nandini realized that we are part of a

much larger ecosystem. We understand how to heal

because the plant kingdom has shown us, over millions

of years, through food and medicine and shelter, how to

heal. We need to get back in touch with the plant

kingdom to learn these lessons and more.

Humans are often so disconnected from the Earth, even

though paradoxically, it is the creatures of the Earth,

especially the plant kingdom, that allow us to survive.

Plants provide the air we breathe. To discount and

devalue the gifts of the earth around us would be to

disconnect ourselves from our ability to Live.
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SHE KNOWS WHAT SHE
GAINED FROM TIGRILLA'S

COURSE IS TOO POWERFUL
TOO IGNORE

Through the course, Nandini confirmed her want and

need to spread the messages of the plants to her peers

and colleagues. She knows the message is too big to

keep to herself and intends to present it to the world in

conversations with holistic healers and readers of her

written works. She intends to begin in an upcoming

children’s book series which will show the relationships

that plants support. This contribution to the world’s

readers—of the power and strength of the plant

kingdom—is Nandini’s calling. She feels compelled to

deepen her offering to humanity by being that vital

messenger from the plant kingdom to the human

species.

Nandini now writes on this topic in her books and essays.

She knows that what she gained from Tigrilla’s course is

too powerful to ignore: it must be shared. With the help

of plants, humans can better learn to cope with the

constantly changing world around them.

Beyond that, Nandini also intends to expand her writings

into children’s literature. This is because she feels that

there’s a certain magic that innately exists in children.

Unfortunately, as they grow, many lose that magic. So,

she wants to introduce the messages of the plant

kingdom to this open-minded audience while their minds

and awareness are forming.

The children are our future, and through awareness of

and collaboration with the plant kingdom, a sustainable

belief system can be built.
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